Publishing in the proceedings of a TMS conference or symposium extends the exposure and influence of your work long after the program has concluded.

Global Reach, High Discoverability
Produced in partnership with Springer, one of the largest and most respected scientific publishers in the world, TMS proceedings publications offer you a clear advantage for dissemination of your research:

- Reach a global audience through the highly accessible www.springerlink.com online publishing platform.
- Individually assigned DOI numbers for each proceedings article ensure the discoverability of your work.
- All proceedings publications are submitted to the major abstracting and indexing services.
- A variety of publishing formats—hard copy, e-book, and individual articles—provide your work with multiple access points to a wide diversity of readers.

Comprehensive Publishing Services
Professional copyediting, production, and design services—free to all TMS proceedings authors—further showcase your work in a polished final product.

LEARN MORE
Contact your conference or symposium organizer for specific information on the TMS proceedings publication plan for the event. For additional questions or information on publishing with TMS, contact publications@tms.org